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Resilient Rebecca Transcript 
 

Resilient Rebecca and Nelly not so much. Two little boats come into dock after several days 

at sea. They arrive in opposite directions and you can’t help but notice how differently 

they’ve fared as they find their place amongst all the other boats. 

The first is a solidly built boat called Rebecca. Rebecca proudly tells the other boats that she 

had a smooth voyage across the sea but here had been one huge wave that had really 

worried her. Rebecca boasts of how she was able to use the skills taught by her captain, as 

well as use many of her built-in safety features to cut through the big wave and emerge 

safely out the other side. Rebecca said she had been pretty scared when that happened, but 

it wouldn’t stop her going back out to sea again soon. The other boats congratulate Rebecca 

on her ability to bounce back after such adversity and talk about how resilient she is. 

The second boat is a smaller boat called Nelly who you know has navigated treacherous seas 

with little calm in sight. She doesn’t tell the others how each day she battled through the 

never-ending waves patching up her leaks and torn sails as she went. Each wave posed 

danger, and in order to survive them, Nelly responded as if this one might be the one that 

would sink her. She wonders how she would ever feel strong enough to go back out again. 

But knows that she must. As the other boats tells their tales, Nelly allows herself to be lulled 

by the gentle waves slapping at her side. Suddenly a large ship toots its horn and Nelly 

startles, knocking into Rebecca. The other boats roll their eyes and whisper about how 

naughty Nelly is. Nelly starts to cry and yells that she’s never going out to sea again. It’s just 

too much.  

So, the question is which boat is more resilient? Without taking a trauma informed view of 

resilience, we would probably agree with the other little boats that Rebecca is resilient and 

Nelly, well… not so much. However, the truth is that both boats are resilient in different 

ways. Rebecca experienced adversity: a big wave in her normally-calm sea. Nelly faced toxic 

stress and traumas that remained hidden from the others. Nelly doesn’t need resilience -

she’s already overcoming so much each and every day- so much as needing a safe place to 

rest and recover. It’s time to rethink resilience and recognise the different ways it is being 

expressed, especially for the little boats navigating stormy seas. Instead of being told off for 

not having the appropriate safety systems for the waters she was in, Nelly needs trusted 

bigger ships to navigate her to safer shores. Developing a relation-SHIP you might say. 

There, they can help her see that she is far less naughty Nelly and much more nautical Nelly, 

capable of sailing all the seas. And equally able to find her way to safer shores to take breaks 

when she needs them. 


